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Public splitSon ·porn law issue
By Brad Colbert

The hottest topic in Minneapolis for the last three months has been pornography. Instead of the usual conservativeliberal split, the most recent
debate has divided the liberal
community and created some
unusual political alignments between feminists and
conservatives.
In case you've been sleeping
for the last three months, or going to law school, the Minneapolis City Council, in their
last meeting of 1983, passed.an
ordinacne that would allow a
"victim" of pornogranhy to sue
the purveyors of pornography.
Mayor Don Fraser vetoed the
ordinance and a new city council
uph~ld the veto.
The idea for the new ordinance arose from a public
hearing of the Zonin~ and Planning Committee of the City Council. The committee was looking
into the possibility of adopting
an ordinace that would limit the
locations available for adult
entertainment facilities within
the ·city.
While talking about zoning the
adult book stores, Ch~rlee Hoyt,
co-sponsor of the ordinance and
MinneaPQlis City Council
member from the 13th Ward,
said, '"There was testimony offered as to the fact that perhaps
we should not be just talking
about where the adult entertainment facilities should go, but we
should be t.alking about what
happens in the entertainment
media, and very specifically,
pornography."
The testimony that was offered came. from Andrea
Dworkin, a feminist writer and
activist and Catharine A.
MacKinnon, a feminist lawyer,
teacher, writer and activist who
were teaching a class
together at the University of
Minnesota Law School on pornography and the law.
MacKinnon and Dworkin
believed that the council, instead of trying to deal with
where the establishments should
go, should look at thena:tme o~
the material, and approach pornography as an abuse of the
civil rights of women.

What brought
see page 6.

MacKinnon and Dworkin were
hired by the city council as consultants to develop an amend. ment to the Minneapolis Civil
Rights Ordinance. The new
amendment would classify pornography as a violation of the
civil rights of women. The

in Minneapolis have attacked one
aspect of the American culture
which appears to covertly sanction violence against women.!'
Professor Ken Kirwin, a constitutional law teacher at
William Mitchell College of Law,
thinks that Fraser was correct

book store or lecture hall
without 'Mein Kampf' or the
'Grand Whoever' of the Ku Klux
Klan. But a growing list of
harmful expressions would inevitably strangle freedom of
speech."

pornography," he said.
The court there was protecting
the interests of children because
of a child's inability to make
mature decisions. Obviously, the
court could not protect women
under the same.rationale said
Kirwin.

I
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or
prohibiting the free exercise thereof;· or abridging the freedom of speech, or
of the press ; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the Government for a redress of grievances.
Al\lEND~IJCNT

resulting ordinance was either a
in vetoing the ordinance because·
Hoyt said the-ordinance was
Charlee Hoyt said she believes
"blow for the emancipation of
ol its unconstitutionality. Yet he
. intendeo to go beyond theadefinithat pornography is more than
women," a " dangerous attempt _ says, "There isn't much quesanti-women.
tion of obscenity. When asked if
al censorship" or a little of both, tion that pornography is
"It's not just anti if it conthe ordinance would cover such
discrimination against women in tributes to a change in the
depending on one's point of
"respectable" magazines as
view.
some ways."
perceptions of society as a
Playboy, she said 'DiscriminaThe ordinance, according to
Opponents of the law say that
whole," said -Hoyt. "We cart
tian is discrimination. The fact
everyone, was unique. It would
despite the fact that porshow empirically that porthat you do it in a three piece
establish pornography as a form
nography discriminates against
nography discriminates against
suit doesn't make it any less
of discrimination based on sex.
women in some ways, it still is
women."
discriminatory."
protected speech.
The ordinance then created a
Hoyt said she believes that
Hoyt also believes that the orAmy Silverberg of the Mincause otaction, based en that
further ordinances designed to
dinance is not vague. "It's a
discrimination, that allowed the
nesota-Civil Liberties Union said protect other minorities would
good catch phrase saying its ·
she believes that, "Regardless
victim to sue for damages.
be constitutional if studies, like
vague but if you reacl the orThe idea that pornography "is. of whether what you read makes the ones used for the pordinani::e, it's not."
central in creating and mainyou do something, it still
nography ordinance, "find a
As to accusations that the ortaining the civil inequality of the shouldn't be banned." The
specific that can be spelled out
dinance might chill Qtherwise
sexes" was derived from
studies only reveal "a
that leads to Jewish pe9ple getaceeptable speech Heyl said
sociological studies done on the
sociological argument that has
ting 62 cents per hour wbile
• The ii:rs :amen'd.ment. does not
affect of pornography on inen.
no place in the legal arena,"
everyone else is getting a
say you will not take any action
The major studies r.elied on
Silverberg said.
.
dollar."
to insure that no one ever
were by Professor Edward DonProtected speech includes decides not to print anything."
Another concern of many' opnerstein of the University of
many ideas that are regretable
ponents of the ordinance is how
_One of the most unique
and disgusting, such as the
Wisconsin and Professor Neil
aspects· of the ordinance was
it defines pornography. The orbelief that women are suborMalamuth at UCLA.
that it created a cause of action
dinance defines pornography as
The studies showed, according
dinate to men, said Kirwin. ,
"The sexually explicit suborfor a victim to sue, rather than
to the proponents of the orHowever, when a city council
dination of women;graphically
an outright ban.
dinance, "a direct causal relagoes beyond the Supreme
depicted, ~bet.her in words or
.Basically the ordinance would
tionship between ~xposure to ag- Court's definition of obscenity,
pietures"; that also includes one hav:e created a ~use of action
,
they are talking about protected
gressive pornography and
or more of the following: women for women who believe that
violence towards women" and a
speech, he said.
presented as sexual objects,
their civil rights were violated
"systematic practice of exploitaEllen Goodman, a columnist
things or commodities; or as
by pornography. According t~
Hon that sexually subordinates
for the "Boston Globe," said
sexual object who experience
the ordinance, a woman could
women."
"Even if you accept the argupleasure in Being raped; or as
have her rights violated in four
ment that pornogi:aphy is harmThe idea that pornography, at
sexual objects who enjoy pain or ,different ways: by the general
least in some ways, is harmful
ful to women - and I do - then
humiliation; or as sexual objects _trafficking in:pomography, beto women is not debated by
we must also recognize that
tied up or cut up or mutilated or mg c;_.oer<;etl into.porno,graphic
many people, even the opanti-Semitic literature is harmbruised or physically hurt; or in J)f;rlormances ha~ par- .
ponents of the ordinance.
ful to Jews and facist literature
postures of sexual submission;
nograpby forred on l:ier. or il an
In Mayor Fraser's veto
is harmful to blacks.
or as whores by nature; or being assaulter physical attack was
message he stated, "Feminists
"We might prefer a library or
.penetrated by objects or
due to pornography.
animals; or in scenarios of
The ideas of tbe causes of acdegradation, injury, abasement,
tion came from two different
torture, shown as filthy or insources.
ferior, bleeding, bruised, or hurt
' We got part of it from the
in a context that makes these
after-the-,fact laws that surround
lhings. $exual.; Ot: WQ.IImll1S body
slander and libel,'' Hoyt said,
parl,s ar~ exhibited in such a
"and applied it here to
way that women are reduced to
discrimination. More importantthose parts.
ly, we've picked up the-enFraser, in his veto message,
viromental laws which say one
person may bring an action
said, "The definition of porwithout suffering direct hurt
nography in tms ordinan~ is so
under the trafficking part.
broad and so vague as to make
"All of the other civil rights
it impossible for a bookseller,
laws have required that you
movie theater operator or
museum director to adjust his or must show a direct harm occuring to you as a person. What we
her conduct in order to keep
from running afoul of
have said, is that because
proscriptions.''
discrimination has occurred and
because you are by nature of
The ordinance js overbirth a person who has been
broad and vague Kirwin said. It
discriminated against, you may
is overbroad because it reaches
bring a specific action."
speech that the Supreme Court
"I think that its a rather harehas defined as protected, explained Kirwin.
brained scheme," said Amy .
"While the Supreme Court
Silv~berg. "The proof yroblems
are overwhelming. And !!S .far as
allowed the prohibition of child
thes.e men together? For the story, please
l)Ofilography in New York v.
<continued on page 11)
Ferber, there the focus was on
the ~_e of children in making ·
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Editorial
Porn ordinance: good idea, but bad law,
The Minneapolis anti-pornography ordinance was, in the views of many, a
quick, easy way to go to the heart of local
problem and end the problem in one fell
swoop of the pen. However, the justification that such a statute was proper
because pornography discriminated
against women and violated their civil
rights, although a new argument in
substance, cannot overcome the age-old
argument necessary to maintain First
Amendment freedoms.
·
It used to be so easy to defend the First
Amendment. There was a .time when

defending tl!e First Amendment meant
protesting the censorship of such books as
mysses by James Joyce, Catcher in the
Ryeby J.D. Salinger or Slaughterhouse .
Five by Kurt Vonnegut. Defending the
First Amendment now means protesting
the censorship of such classic movies as
Lust Story ·or Child in the City.
Only the most narrow-minded civil libertarian would say that there is no difference between a book like Catcher in the
Rye and a movie that graphically depicts
the sexually explicit subordination 'of
women. One adds to fhe culture, while one
only adds to the subordination of women.
Despite the clifference, the First Amendment does, and should, protect both.

· It seems that lately the phrase 'freedom
of speech" .is used only to protect por. nographers and Nazis. However, by defending their rights, fhe speech of everyone is
protected. It wasn't long ago that civil
rights demonstrators and readers of Vonnegut, Salinger and Joyce were claiming
their right to the First AmE:ndment.
The problem of pornography does not
exist because of the First Amendment.
Pornograpby exists because of people's attitudes and beliefs about women. The way
to change their attitudes and beliefs is not
by banning pornograpny, but by raising
society's awareness of the subordination of
. women.

Budget process shortchanges students
The budgetary process for the school is
of great importance to the William Mitchell student body because it has a direct
effect on their tuition payments. This
year·, access to budget information was
severely restricted. Whether this was a
deliberate action on the part of the administration 01:: the Board of Trustees is
immaterial. The effect of the restrictions
was a significant decrease in student involvement in the budget process.
Last year, the students had two
representatives on the budget committee·
this year there was only one. Granted th~
total size of the committee decreased but
when only one student .is on the committee, problems arise. First, asking that one
.individual to represent -1100 students'
diverse needs is questionable. More
significantly, one student is asked to relay
all the information gained during the
budget process to the Student Bar Assocfa-

tion, The Opinion, and any other interested
student or stuaent organization. That is an
unrealistic demand on the representative
in terms of time and capability.
The administration did try to com~
sate for the decreased student access by
holding a meeting. Three SBA representatives, two members of the Opinion staff
the student representative on the budget
committee a nd Deans Goldberg and
Brooks attended. Although questions could
be asked about the budget, 110 one was
provided with a copy of the 6uoget report.
It is difficult to ask questiops about a
budget when neither a copy of the report
or a smnmation of what is proposed is pr_ovided. Inquiries about expenditures which
needed to be made were fruitless; instead,
a guessing game ensued. In contrast Jast
year a reporter was invited to go through
the budget line by line, so all tire facts that

Former MitcheH professor responds ·to
sexual harassment controversy
To the Editor:
Although I left the William
Mitchell College of Law faculty
last July, I still possess a deep
concern for the well-being of
both the College and its
students. Therefore I continue to
be shocked and saddened by the
events surrounding Geoffrey
Peters' departure from his posi- ·
tion as dean. Perhaps even more
distressing, however is the confused and half-hearted manner
in which the Board of Trustees
and many members of the f~culty have reasponded to those
events. Their responses signal
deeper systemic problems at the
College.
Contrary to statements made
by the College's auorney last
summer, .the issue is not
whether the alleged sexual advances had any direct impact on
anyone's employment position
or violated the statutory prohibitions against sexual harassment
· (though obviously we should be
concerned with any such allegations). The real issue is whether
any member of the administration took advantage of bis position of power by attempting to
force his attentions on less
powerful students and
employees. Aside from the
general moral standards which
make oppression of women
totally unacceptable in our
(continued on page 3)

students wanted to know were available.
Reporters were also prohibited from at-_
tending the Board of Trustees meeting
where the budget was discussed and acted
upon. (The SBA was allowed to have one
member attend.)
Students at William Mitchell have a
stake in the outcome of the school's
budget. The students' tuition accounts for
85 percent of the school's operating costs
yet our access to the process was nominal.
Instead of just providing students with
information on the budget after ·it has been
implemented, the administration and
Board of Trustees should make their
budget proposals more accessible. We
should be .informed of where our money
might' go before it's gone - it is too
dangerous to blindly pay our tuition and
have no further input on where those tuition payments go.
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Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers

Local group h~lps troubled attorneys
By Rolf Peterson
According to the Lawyers Concerned for Lawyers (LCL) handbook, "The National Institute of
Alcohol and Alcohol Abuse
estimates that 10% of the
population of the United States
is
destructively dependent
upon archohol qr 'sam~ other
mood altering chemicals.
" Wbi]e current estimates
vary, it appears that probably
more than 50 % of the lawyers
who have been involved in
disciplinary proceedings had a
destructive relationship with
alcohol or other mood altering
chemical and that chemical
misuse did induce the controversial behavior which became the
subject of the disciplinary
action."
Since its inception in 1976,
LCL is -steadily being recognized
as a growing source of support
and service to alcoholic lawyers.
Minnesota is· recognized leader
in the country in the treatment
of alcoholics. For this reason, it
is not surprising that lawyers in
Minnesota have been leading the
way in combating alcoholism
among lawyers. Paul VanVolkenberg, the chairman of the
board for LCL, estimates that as
many as 26 other states have
similar organizations to deal
with alcoholism in the
profession.
LCL began with a small group
of attorneys from Minnesota as
merely a "hot line" in an attorney's office. The number of
calls requesting help and infor-

mation grew rapidly, and the
group incorporated, hired a fulltime director experienced i~
chemical dependency counseling
and a secretary. Office space
was found and furniture
donated. By 1981 membership
had grown to 165 recovering
alcoholics.
LCL exists to aid people concerned with a lawyer's drinking
with professional intervention in
their lives. The process usually
begins with a phone call to Uie
LCL office from a spouse, partner, or associate of a "troubled"
attorney. As much information
as possible is gathered regarding the attorney and a second conversation is scheduled. The
caller may be referred to other
sources such as Alanon or a
public alcohol information
service.
This information is then
presented to LCL members at
their bi-monthly business
meeting. If more action seems
appropriate three member panel
is formed to verify what they
have been told. The graup talks
wt~ spouses, partners, an_d any
others who seen to have close
contact with the attorney. They
keep their investigation con-:
fidential by requesting permission form the concerned persons
to make these contacts.
VanVolkenberg says that occasionally their investigations
reveal some other problem than
alcohol (mental illness or an
angry spouse) but that this is
rare.

with the facts that have l>een
If the group finds that there is
indeed a problem with alcohol, it gathered.
This process is an effort to inwill review its findings with the
tervene in the attorney's
concerned persons and help
destructive pattern of behavior.
them select an appropriate
An informal contract to quit
course of action.
drinking may result, or the per"Often, the primary goal is to
son may be willing to go through
get the person into treatment,"
treatment.
VanVolkenberg said. ''Most
· LCL also offers ongoing supcases involve formal
·
, port for the attorney. He is
intervention.''
usually invited to participate in
The intervention generally inan attorney-only AA meeting.
volves a confrontation of the attorney by the concerned persons Eventually, the attorI!ey may

Photo by Steve Patrow

become an LCL member and
even serve on an investigation
panel cJr b~lp with interventions.
LCL offers information and
training seminars for its
members.
LCL IS not affiliated w;ith any
other organization althoughjt
does r~eive grants from the
Minnesota State Bar Foundation, the Minnesota State Bar
Association andJhe Hennepin

Letters
(continued from page

2)

society, such actions would be
indefensible because they would
represent b_oth an insensitivity
to the dangers of the misuse of
power, and failure to recognize
the need to maintain a totally
professional work atm.osphere at
the College.
Had the board and the faculty
responded boldly to the issues
presented, respect for the institution could have been maintained, both within and outside
the College. Instead, their actions have been short-sighted
and totally inadequate. As ·a
result, the shame which should
have been limited to the actions
of a few h_as been spread to the
entire College.
The board's attitude can best
be characterized as, "Let's just
wait it out and it will blow
over." Indeed, Willis Forman,
president of the board, observed
that, "For such a relatively
minor incident we are receiving
an awful lot of naek. •· How sad
that Forman (and probably ·
others on the board) view this as
a "relatively minor incident"
rather than a.s the outrageous
affront to all members of the
William Mitchell community
that it is.
Provisions of the settlement
reached with Peters ( as
reported in the, Minneapolis Star
and Tribune) indicated the
board's failure to understand the
seriousness of the allegations.
Let me mention just two of those
provisions.
·
t'irst, the board agreed to defend Peters "in the event of a
law suit ... arising out of the circumstances leading to this
resignation." I assume that this
refers only to legal fees, and not
to any damages that may eventually be awarded, although
even that limitation is not completely clear. Even so, I can .
think of no rationale for promising to assist in Peters' defense
without regard to his guilt or in-

nucence. A strong case could be
made for indemnification by the
College, ffPeters' 1s found
btamdess. If the allegations
against him are well-fow1ded,
however, it would be inexcusable for the College to expand its limited resources to defend actions that,were clearly
beyond the scope of Peters'
duties or permitted activities.
The board's promise to allow
Peters to return to his faculty
J)Osition next August if he so
dwoses is.even more questiona.ble. Would Peters' alleged
excssses have been any less serious if they had been committed within the context of a
student-teacher relationship?
Cert.a.inly not. Similar allegations against any faculty
member would <and should)
have resulted in an immediate
investigation, followed by unconditional dismissal if the professor were found guilty. It is an
insult to both students and faculty to suggest that the alleged actions can be excused simply by
having Peters change functions
within the College.
As liaison between the administration and the general college community, the faculty had
an obligation to represent the interests of the students and staff
with whom the faculty wor~ed
on a daily basis. With a few
notable exceptions, the faculty
appears to have ignored that
obligation. Instead, many faculty members have stood by idly,
choosing to believe that eleve.n
adult women who had been their
students or coworkers and banded together in a concerted effort
to fabricate events that are embarrassing and demeaning to
the women themselves. Such an
assumption is offensive in itself.
Some faculty members have
argued against rash decisions in
this matter on the basis that,
«we are talking about a career
and someone.'s life, so we want
to be compassionate to all parties involved." I would be in
total agreement if I thought that·
those calling for compassion had
done so consistently in the past.
Compassion is nothing more

t~an favoritism if it is not provided for all those involved including the women complainants.
Further, compassion may be
simply another word for
dishonesty when its outcome is
inactivity. It is in this regard
that many of ·the faculty have
utterly failed their constituents.
Rather than begin an independent investigation into the
allegation as part of a "detenurization" proceeding, the
faculty appears perfectly
satisfied to allow all decisions to
be made by the board and the
administration. (Incident)y, the
administration's new makeup is
ecpedally interesting. Prior to
.his ascendency, the acting dean
was among Peters' stallndtest
apologists. The newly appointed
associate dean once observed
that althou,gh she recognized
Peters' tendency .not to tell the
truth, she was happy with the
direction in which he was
leading the college). In so doing,
the faculty had lost a golden opportunity to display precisely
the leadership and sense of
justice. which its members supposedly attempt to install in
their students. Their timidity is
an embarrassment to the College and to themselves.
I am certain that many will
react to this letter by accusing
me of intentional character
assassination. Indeed; my comments will be dismissed by the
very people to whom they are
most applicable. They would
argue that I an using this opportunity to vent my supposed
anger toward anyone who was a
member of the faculty or administration- while I served at
the College. Nothing could be
further from the truth. It is all
too easy tci set up a defense by
questioning the motives and
character of anyone who wo1.1ld
dare criticize those in or near
the seat of power. The real question, however, is whether the
majority of board and faculty
members can withstand objective scrutiny of their actions"in
this time of crisis. I believe that
they cannot.

William Mitchell College of
Law is in the business of training tomorrow's leaders. The College cannot hope to deserve the
respect of its students, or of the
rest of the legal community, if it
does not operate in a consistently honest, open and sensitive
-fashion. The College must hold
itself to th.e highest possible
standard !)f jntegrity, not just
conform to the lowest requirements of the law.

I feel a strong personal attachment to the students and
employees with whom I had the
pleasure of working for four
years, and would like nothing
better than to see the College
flourish under the stewardship
of Acting Dean Goldberg. 1 have
only the best interests of the College at heart.
With those interests in mind, I
strongly urge the faculty to
begin immediately its own in~
vestigalion into the allegations
of misconduct. This investigation must be· pursued
energetically so as to lift the
clouds of doubt that threaten to
darken the College's good name.
Failure to do so would confirm
what many have begun to fear
- that the_faculty and administration would rather adopt
that management style introduced during Peters• reign than
face, and then correct, the
mistakes of the past.
Even more important is the
role that students must play.
The College exists for your
benefit and education. In exchange, you must take an active
part in ass1,Jring that William
Mitchell remains a respected
pillar of th.e legal community.
Students have both the right and
th~ obligation to make their opinion on issues of importance
known to the College's policymakers. If you do not, you will
have forfeited your rig,ht to complain about decisions tnade by
those in power.
.
Thank you for the opportunity
to voice my concerns.
Efraim Cohen

$CASH
continues
To the Editor:
The issue of sexual harassment did not vanish with the
departure ~£'Geoffrey Peters as
dean of this .school. The Support
Committee Against Sexual
Harassment continues to work
for an inden_endent:jnvestigation
of the alleg_aJions of s ~
-~ent'and for the development of a sexual harassment
policy.
This' gtqup was foonea to supJl()rt'each individual's right
under the law to bring th~
cause of ·acti.oii.fnfward. Nothing
has been resolved, no determination of fact has been made
and until this issue is resolved '
· our group will continue to functrnn. We welCQme and encourage
the parocipation of any member
of the stuaent body.
We feel.an~ for and appreciate lipen. discussion of this
issue which direyfly-affects a t
least !IO% of th.is l)Opulation and
throu_gp implieation, the remaining 60%. Avoidance is a delaying
tactic; it so:meumes buys tinie,
but it never resolves the question. Each one of us chooses
wber.e our enetgy will go. We
prioritize among family friends,
schgol, work; fun, ~cise and
"other." There are some issues
that are more important for
some than others.
Sexual harassment is one of
those issues that has, does, or
will aff.ect each one of us. Sexual
harassment is one of those
issues fhat Tovolves changing attitudes, challenging l!&e-old ·concep~ of the ; ole to be:played by
women and men, and forc.:ing
both to examine their behavior
-~ a expectati9ns of each other
in their professional and personal lives.
Think about your own experiences; talk to others about
theirs. Ask questions and ponder
the answers.
·
Kathe Corley
SCASH ·
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Ten percent increase next year

Budget process results in tuition hike
By Mike Nye

A 10 percent tuition increase
for the 1984-85 ·fiscal year is the
end result of the Senior Administrator's college budget
process.
· However, two factors require
delineation in relationship to the
school's budget. First, the anticipated tuition increase for
1984-85 was 15 percent. This increase was deemed necessary
during last year's budget process which resulted in a 9.9 percent increase. William MitI
chell's solvency would have
mandated such an increase for
this coming year with projected
10 percent annual tuition increases thereafter.
Thus, this year's budget formulators were faced with a
large fiscal demand. To
make matters more com- ·
plicated, the various college

departme11ts submitted budget
requests that would have ·
resulted in a 20 percent increase
for the coming year had their
.proposals been accepted "as is."
All departmental proposals
were drastically reduced in
amounts requested, initially to
the 15 percent level and then to
a 12.5 percent level. Dean
Melvin Goldberg then took the
budget to the Board of Trustees
Executive Committee where it
was decided that a downward
movement in the tuition increase was in the best interests
of the college. This decision set
off yet another round belttightening with the effect of the
10 percent tuition increase for
next year.
The reduction of departmental
proposals brings out some problems that will not go away. For
exampl~ salary increases to .the '
faculty will be far less than the

of

increase rate for other law
schools. This implies that it
might-be hard to maintain a
highly qualified faculty at the
college.
Also, e~uipznentrel)iacement
has betlD largely set aside for a
future time. In the meantime,
obsolescence and the wear-out
factor continue to take their toll.
But one controversial item
will be absent from future
budget considerations. Birdwing
Farm (the Pihl Conference
Center) will be sold. The college
administrators have decided to
return the Pih1 gift to the
original donor. Birdwing was a
dead financial horse to the college, and the college has been
unable to sell the farm.
The second and perhaps most
important factor to be considered is the organizational
change within the school's administration and its effect on
future tuition increases.

Students pay 85 percent of the
college's operating costs and it
is no secret that very soon this
school's tuition will exceed the
annual amount of loan dollars
available to individual students.
It became obvious that
something had to be done to offset the lean problem.
A new development director
will be.hired with the sole function of securing funding from ·
local and national foundations.
However, it has been agreed
that this person will have a proven track record of successful
fund-raising at a comparable institution. No individual has been
hired, but the new position being
created as an established office
in most law schools, and not
created only because of fiscal
problems.
In addition, the college will
add a deferred giving position
once the new development director becomes familiar with the

functions of the college. The
deferred giving program allows
individuals to pledge funds to
the college which will be collected at a later time .
Organizational and firuihG.ial
room will be made for these- two
new positions by deleting one
associate dean position.
Associate Dean Robert Oliphant
has already given his resignation with the intent of returning
to full-time teaching duties at
the college.
It is anticipated that by hiring
people to these new positions,
future students will have to bear
less of the burden' of the school's
operational costs.
Mike Nye-was graduated from
William Mitchell last year but
has worked and cootinues to
wock as ~ stu.denl rftPres~ tive
on the Senior Administrator's
Committee on the budget.

Letter grade system is implemented at. Mitchell;
no real changes expected for current students
Ber Tim Hardy

A new dawn is breaking here
at William Mitchell. The 60-91
point grading system that we
have become accustomed to
over the past has been replaced.
The new system, based on an
A-F and 4.0 scale, was applied to
the fall semester exams. In
order to understand the reasoning behind implementation of
the system one can look to the
grading- policies of the past and
.to the advantages of the 4.0
system.
Acting Dean Melvin Goldberg
explained the evolution of
grading policies over the last ten
years.

"The scale was originally bas- of-the-year final," said
ed on the 0-100 point scale,"
Associate Dean James Brooks.
Goldberg said. "There were,
"It was often very difficult to
tell the difference between one ·
however, no floors for an F or
ceilings for an A. This total
test and another based on the
answers given, and even a very
scale was felt to be grossly unfair to the students since on
minor discrepancy was 'the basis
grade could effectively destroy a for giving a different final
student's grade point average
grade."
for his whole law school studies.
Brooks compared the schools The 60-91 point system was inold and new systems to the
stituted to protect the overall
change in format of the Law
curve system with respect to all
School Apptitude Test <LSAT).
students."
"Where in the past one LSAT
But there were also problems
qu~ tien had a value of 10
with the 60-91 system. "Since the points .now the scale has been
old system was based on point
depressed to wher e the value of
totals it made computing class
f(>ur to five questions ~ worth
ranking much easier, but there
one point," Brooks said. "In
was a greater possibility of unmuch the saµie way, three to
fairness where your total grade
four points on our old grading
for the class rested on one end· system will be equal to one half

letter grade on the new
system."
The old system was also very
difficult for the studerit to explain to a prosf)ect;ive employer.
Brooks said he felt that the letter grades would be a greater
advantage to the student in this
regard because "an employer
can relate to letter grade better
than he can to points." If you go
in with a "B" on your
transcript, they know what a B
is, Brooks.said. Because of these
problem areas in the old system,
it was felt a change was needed,
Brooks said.
Two years ago the first letter
grading system was presented.
to the Academic Committee, but
there were still some problems
in the new system. Dean
Goldberg said the failure was in
the attempt to retroactively apply the letter grades to each class
number grade.
"The original conversion
system was such that it was
leading to changes in the class
ranking of the individual
students," Goldberg said. "A
new committee was formed to
reevaluate the system so as to
not alter the positions of the .
students in their respective
classes."
•
Professor Peter Hamilton
helped to devise a system that
would not alter the class ranking
when used, and he is partly
responsible for the system now

in place. lnd~vising the new plan
Hamilton said he
decided that instead of changing
each grade from past classes
from number to letter, the total
grade point average from past
years was computed for each
student, and then the GPA was
used as the basis for the change.
Goldberg said grades will continue to be on the 60-91 point
system for all classes up
through the 1982-83 school year,
and no letter grade will be appearing next to the old number
grades. In those cases where a
student has his transcript sent to
a prospective employer, "an attachment will be made to the
transcript explaining the
changeover in the grading
policy." '
If any student cares to compute his past GPA from the
number system to the letter
-grade, the mathematical equation neeessary to do so is located
on amended page 23 of the student handbook, which is
available in the Communications
Center.
But for those students who liad
trouble figuring out the. old
system, and are now totally lost,
there is one bright spot. A promise has been made by
Goldberg that, "No new changes
will be made (in the grading
system ) while the 'current
generation is at M:ifuhelt"

Due to unexpected cutbacks in our.
budget, we will no longer leave the last
two pages of .our paper bi_ank. We hope
tha t .our readers appr.~t.ed the space in
our last issue. In the future, ii our budget
i s restored, we hope to leave more b}.ank
pages for your convenience and health.

Photo by Joanne Schuler

The "new" A/F system greets the student on the gradeposting boards.
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Interview techniques tested

Client Counseling contest hones skill$
By Steven G. Mahon

The Client Counseling Competition at William Mitchell College .of Law introdi.UreS students
to the skills and responsibilities
of interviewing clients. The purpose of the program is to
enhance a student's formal legal
education by providing actual
client contact to assimilate the
skills of interviewing.
"Many lawyers don't know
how to interview a client," said
Professor Paul J. Marino, faculty a ~ J2r the Client
Caunseli:ng ~IJE!t:ilinn. ''They
often miss the subtle
psy~ologigtl and personal experiepees of Ifie indi\d"dual
client." Marino saia he reels
that the lack of interviewing
skills is the result of the typical
legal education.
Law school has principally
been an intellectual process
devoid of the human dimension,
Marino said. Students are most
often exposed to the law through
the eyes of the United States
Supreme Court. The real world
just isn't that way, he said.
"I've no criticism with the
way we teach the law, but
students need to understand that
cases start out highly unstructured and in a very volatile
situation," Marino said.
Marino said his goal in
guiding the Competition has
been to teach that the law cannot be viewed as an intellectual
exercise without accounting for
the lawyer-client interaction.
"The work a lawyer does for a
client over time is a function of
a relationship which needs to be
good in order for the services to
be delivered properly," Marino
said.
Lawyers get very little of this
type of training and many do not
appreciate the importance of the
first meeting between an attorney and a client. Marino tells
the competitors, "Don't lose the
-- ballgame in the first inning."
Client Counseling came to Mitchell as part of a national movement that began less than ten
years ago. Acting Dean Melvin
Goldberg was the first faculty
advisor. After Goldberg's appointment as associate dean,
students involved in the com-petition asked Marino to be the
new advisor. This is Marino's
third and final year with the
competition. Whiie he said he
has been pleased with the progrcµn, h~:feels thatit is f;ime fer
a new persj:)ec.tive.and tbat someone else-should: assume the
advisor p6$ition.
·
The Competition, entirely exb;aeurricular, ~ open to all
students. Traditionally, secondyear students have made up the
majority ei the competitoq;. The
c9mpetition this yea:i: has drawn
20 two-person teams. The

mechanics of the program are
run largely by the students
themselves, with Marino providing the expel'.tise. Students, in
teams of twc), wnc4>ate in
three practice r ollllds prior to
the school eom~titien. This·

year's competition will be held
· at Mitchell on February 18 and
19. The winners of the school
competition-will then represent
the colltlg~ at the regional competition March 2, 3 and 4 in St.
Louis, MO. Regional winners
then advance to the national
competition.
The mechanics of the program
are straightforward. Each student team interviews a client
who has been briefed on a legal
scenario within the competition
topic. The team does not know
the client's problem prior to the
interview. The team has 30
minutes to interview the client,
determine the problem, analyze
the relevent law and attempt to
provide tne client with an acceptable solution.
In order to see the process at
work, I became a client for the
team of June Cicero and Jerry
Vehanen. During the interview
they examined every relevant
!egal and personal issue. Not on-

Jy did they point out the legal
remedies, they were also very
concerned wjth the client's personal outlook and offered ·
several non-legal remedies.
At the end of the interview
Cicero and Vehanen spent 15-20
minutes reviewing the interview
and then, outline a proposed
course of action. When they
completed their review, they
were critiqued by Bob Gleason,
one of last year's partic:ipp.nts.
Gleason did a very thorough
step-by-step critique of the interview and analysis, and offered
personal insights as to how they
could polish their technique.
All those interviewed fell that
the program-was providing
them with very valuable training and experience. Corey stated
that while he and Gwen
Kuchevor "had both been working, neither had any real client
interviewing experience. Client
Counseling proved to be very
useful and a worthwhile
experience."
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Supreme Court comes to Mitchell

Photo by Tom Olmschied

By Rolf Peterson

"Should an individual who is
incarcerated for one crime have
the right to bavehis attorney
notified before being subjected
to interrogation by police in
their investigation of another
crime for which the individual is
not yet a suspect?" This was
one of the issues discussed at
oral argument before the Minnesota Supreme Court at
William Mitchell Wednesday,
February 8.
The case, State of Minnesota
v. Ture, was an appeal from the
conviction of Joseph Ture for
the much publicized murder of
Diane Edwards in September
1980. The defense appealed on
several issues, including the
legality of the use of hypnosis of
a witness between the witness'
first statement and her
testimony at trial.
After the arguments were
heard students were permitted
to ask questions of the justices.
In response to a request that the
court characterize itself as S
liberal or conservative, Justice
Peterson suggested that
students make up their own
minds after reading through the
-opinions. Be added "We have a
nealthy respect for stare decisis
but we are not nnmutably wedded to it."
Justice Coyne suggested that
oral arguments were an opportunity for counsel to rma out
what was botbey:ing the cow:t
about-a particular case. Justice
Wahl said that genei,ally the
court knew where it stood, on a
case before oral argument, so
that often a successful argument
would involve merely instilling
doubt in the mind of justice.
Justice Peterson talked about
the new Cow1: of appeals saying
that he hoped that it would
reduce the Supreme Court s
workload. When. asked to what
extent the court was susceptible
to politics, Justice Peterson
responded, ' AJiwe know ~ what
we read in the papers. '
After the discussion with
students, the Justices wandered
among students at a short reception before a formal dinner with ·
-faculty and staff from Mitchell.
This is the third year the
Justiees have come to Mitcbell
to bear oral arguments. The
visit is arranged by the legal
writing department at William

Mitchell.

Photo by Joanne Schuler

Justice Wahl practices "Brows-a-wrinkle"

Photo by Joanne Schuler

Justice Peterson mingles with faculty, students and guests
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Bank deregulation

Seminar provides insight for legislature
By Paul Knapp
Business Correspondent
Bank deregulation has been
the topic of considerable debate
in the Minnesota legislature and
in Minnesota's financial services
industry during the past year. A
controversial banking deregulation bill which was introduced
during the final days of the 1983
session generated a substantial
amount of reaction from the insurance industry, savings and
loans, and other non-banking
financial service industries who
opposed the proposed deregulation. While the Senate Banking
Committee passed over the bill
and recommended further
study, the debate continues.
Another controversial bill
which prohibits those bank
holding companies that have ten
percent or more of the deposits
in the state from acquiring more
banks, passed the Senate last
session and is now in the House.
Professor Neil Hamilton dealt
with this subject in the second of
a series of seminars designed to
inform legislators on current
regulatory issues. The seminar
was held on January 19, and was
entitled "Banking Regulations in
Minnesota." It featured two
nationally-known banking industry specialists, Professor
Kenneth Scott and Dr. Stephen
Rhoades.
Professor Scott is a former
General Counsel to the Federal
Home Loan Bank Board and has
taught banking regulation at
Stanford Law School for fifteen
years. He has published three
books and thirteen major articles on banking regulation.
Dr. Rhoades is an economist
currently serving as Chief of the
Financial Structure Section of
the Federal Reserve Board in
Washington, D.C. He has
published thirteen books and
seventy articles on banking
regtilation.- He .has-recently completed a !>ook entitled, Fower
EmpireBllilding, and Mergers,"
which explores how increasing
merger activity by U.S. corporations threatens to erode national
business activity.
Professor Scott began the
seminar by providing an overview of the scope and history of
bank regulation. He started by
explaining what he considers to
be the licit and illicit objectives
of regulation.
According to Professor Scott,
the licit objectives of bank
regulation are borrower and
depositor protection, and effectuation of monetary policy. He
considers the illicit objectives of
regulation to be capital allocation and competition protection.
It was Professor Scott's opinion that it is unnecessary to
regulate banks to provide borrower protection. He indicated
that tlie usury laws which are
designed to ''protect foolish borrowers" only serve to make consumer borrowing in inflationary
periods difficult or impossible.
Professor Scott also questioned the need for regulations to
provide depositor protection,
I i.&., to provide consum~ with a
place to deposit their money
without risk. He noted that
checking and savings accounts
are practically the only risk-free
investments available to consumers. He suggested that the
yield on these investments
should also reflect the risk involved, and that insurance could
be used to cover that risk.
Effectuation of monetary
policy is not achieved by the use
of bank ~egulation, according
to Professor Scott. He felt the
Federal Reserve Board should
not use bank regulation to effectuate monetary policy and, since
the Federal Reserve Board has
not been able to accurately
predict changes in the economy,
it was not reasonable for it to attempt to affect future economic

Photo by Torri Olmschied

Professors Neil Hamilton and Kenneth Scott listened to a lecture delivered by Dr. Stephen Rhoades.
shifts by concentrating on the
current banking market.
Professor Scott stated that
capital allooaJ:ion and competitor protection are illicit objectiYes of regulation because
they are essentially anti-free
market. He felt that, "The
market should determine the
price and flow of funds," and
the viability of the participants
in the banking industry.
Professor Scott went on to
analyze the.regilla-fory techniques.us¢ to ensure borrower
and deposition pl'Q"jection.
In the area of borrower protection, he cited usury laws,
disclosure rules, and antimonol)E>ly statutes.as the
regulatory techniques used to
achieve this objective. Usury
laws, he reiterated, "are a
medieval anachronism," which
result in "bizarre consequences" such as raising the
cost of credit to borrowers. Professor Scott termed the
disclosure rules "a monstrosity." Anti-me110PQ1y statutes, he
said, are "desirable in princi.ple" but are ..used in practice to
exclude competitors."
Professor Scott stilted that the
techniques used to ensure
depository protection include investment and service restrictions capita] requirements and
deQOSit.insurance. He faulted
the investment restriction laws
because they do not "consider
the banks' portfolio as much as
individual investments." It was
.his opinion that the focus of
bank risk. analysis should be on
the portfolio as a whole. The service restrictions, in his estimation, are really competition
restrictions. As for the capital
requirements, he said "The law
does n.ol .really provide any
measurement" of leverage, so
that this issue "is a constant
bone of contention" between the
regulatory authorities and
banks.
Professor Scott cited the abundance of banking regulations
and questioned whether they are
needed. He suggested that competition mjght be better than the
present regulations since competition ~ a very-powerful .form
of reglilation and it is .not " subject to political mallipulation."

In the second part of Pro..fessor Scott's talk, he spoke of
the trend towards deregulation.
The "driving forces" of
deregulation, he explained; have
bee~ the rapidly developing
computer and communications
technology, increases in inflation and volatile interests rates.
New technology, he asserted,
has "changed the economics of
scope" and "economies of
scale." in the banking industry.
That is, banks now have the
ability'to offer services to more
poeple in more places (scope)
and can do so more efficiently
(scale).
Increases in inflation during
recent years meant that banks
could not pay high enough rates
to attraet-customers. Volatile interest rates, on the other hand,
"whip-sawed thrifts holding
long-term mortgages resulting in disaster."
Professor Scott went on to
theorize on the implications of
deregulation. Deregulation, he
said, will result in the erosion of
the geographical market protections that presently exist. He
said that this was "necessary to
achieve the economies of scale"
that will result: "Right now,
banks are inefficient and expensive because they have to avoid
Regulation Q."
"Interest rate ceilings will be
gone by 1986 as a result of the
Depository Institution Deregulation Act of 1980. Professor Scott
said that there will be "no need
for them after competition is increased" and the demand
deposit monopoly is destroyed.
Broader financial packages
will be available to consumers
after deregulation, according to
Pr:ofessor Scott. This, h eosaid,
will be the effect of ' .banking
firms responding to the efficiencies of combined services." He
said that banks will have to go
through "a trial and error process" in order to determine
~hich financial services, such as
msurance or brokerage services
provide a good mix with
'
established banking services.
Professor Scott predicted that
deregulation will pose dif.
!iculties for the existing deposit
msurance system, which fixed a
low deposit insurance premium

on all banks. He said that the
flat premium "does not reflect
risk" and may result in some
bank failures. He suggested that
the premium should be adjusted
to the risk involved in each
bank's investment policy.
Professor Scott finished by
noting that the Reagan administration is especially receptive to deregulation and that the
prospeds for more deregµlati.on
are very good. State regulation
he said, will be somewhat
dependent upon what happens to
federally-controlled banks.
"Broader geographical and
product markets are inevitable," he said. "The degree
or extent of growth will be
dependent upon legislation."
Dr. Rhoades' presenl:ation was
quite different from Professor
Scott's. "His talk was centered
around recent research that he
and other economists have done
in the area of banking. He made
it clear that he was speaking only as an economist and not as a
representative of the Federal
Reserve Board.
Dr. Rhoades first addressed
the subject of bank merger activity. Mergers are important to
study because they can
"restructure an industry," he
said. Such studies are helpful
because merger activity "is an
overt form of business behavior
which betrays the motivation of
businessmen."
Dr. Rhoades noted that bank
merger activity has fluctuated
substantially since 1960, and has
increased dramatically in the
past few years. Bank holding
companies wmch accounted for
about sixteen percent or ail bank
assets in 1960, now account for
ninety percent.
,
He explained the trend
towards deregulation by citing
the banking industry's "strong
desire for growth and size maximization." He also said that
some banks merge or form bank
holding companies in anticipation of interstate banking, or to
fend off take-over attempts.
Dr. Rhoades stated that bank
mergers have serious effects on
the operational efficiency of
banks, the com~ti.tion in local
banking markets, and the
overall concentration of banking

resources in the U.S.
" Many ar_gue- that m~ers
are socially good because of the
effici-encies_that will result,"
said Dr. Rhoades. He went on to
say, 11owever, that "studies indicate that these scale
economies will not result in
banks with assets of more than
Fifty to Seventy-Five Million
Dollars in assets."
Dr. Rhoades said that
economic theory provides no
basis for expecting merger activity .to decrease competition on
a nationwide level. He indicated
that it may, however, have
broader implications.
Dr. Rhoades went on to
discuss the difference between
unit banks, branch banks, and
bank holding companies in
terms of efficiency, effects on
competition and the allocation of
credit. He said that there is no
evidence to indicate that any of
the three forms is more efficient, more· competitive, or
allocates credit funds better
than any other.
Competition in local banking
markets will be reduced by the
mergers of banks already in
those markets, according to Dr.
Rhoades. A significant increase
in 'concentration' (the degree to
which a market is served by
fewer banks) will lead to higher
prices or customers and liigher
-profits fur theabanks." The
merger <iL banks from diff.erent
markets, on the other hand, will
probably not affect competition
within either market.
Dr. Rhoades said that
"bankers and regulatory of~
ficials must also take into account the savings and loans and
credit unions when analyzing the
competitive effects of bank
mergers." Because these non.bank thrift institutions have
begun to offer services traditionally offered by banks, tbeir
presence in a market effects the,
measurement of 'bank' competition within the market.
Dr. Rhoades next addressed
the question of: What will happen to the small banks after
deregulation?
"Small independent banks will
not be ruined by the large
<continued on page 11)
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Peters settlement is not really settled
Geoffrey P eters, former
William Mitch~ dean, may
return to teach at the college
next year.
After the onslaught of the
Peters controversy last fall, and
the former dean's resignation,
there was a race to get the
school out of the headlines.
However, the Board of Trustees
and al:hirneys for l?ete~ have
yet to enter ?11 agreement that
would fully remove'Peteis froin
Miteh~ employment.
When.Peters r~~ he only
resigned from his posifionas
dean - he was -and continues to
be a tenured faculty m~mbei: on
leave. Rather than expfain the
.relation Peters maintains with
the college, a copy of the initial

~greemeot executed by :Pe ers
and Lloyd Sherv.heun, vice
clJaiJ:man_of the Boara of
~fees, laSt se.mes~, sets Ol!t
the only agreement W1der which
the parties have acted since
. Peters left the college:

AGREEMENT
It is a greed as follows subject
to full clarification in a final
written document:
1. Geoffrey W. Peters
resigns as President ana
Oep.n of William Mitchell
College of Law effective
immediately.
2. Geoffrey Peters reques~-a:nd William Mitchell College of Law
agreed, to place Peters on

a paid leav e of absenee at
full salar_y until Auge,.<;t 1,
1984 and will consider a
further six month leave of
absence at half salary
depending on the circumstances .at the time. If
Peters obtains other
employment during the
term of this agreement
any salary to be paid hitn
by the Colle_ge will be
redueed on a dollar-:fur-dollar basis by the compensation Peters earns in
that other employment;
provioed that such right of.
offset will begin only after
the ~valent of Peter's
accrued vacation· and prorata sabbatical benefits

has been paid. Peters may
seek a waiver of the
reduction of salary under
this paragraph.
3. Geoffrey W. Peters may
return to his faculty position in August 1984 at a
salary then to be
determined.
4. The mortgage on Mr.
Peter's house will continue
as long as Mr. Peters continues as an employee of
the College, however, it
will not continue beyond
August 31, 1985.
5. Th~ College will agree
to defend Mr. Peters in
the event of a lawsuit, at
its direction arising out of
the circumstances leading

to this resignation.
ls/Geoffrey W. Peters
/si'Lloyd Shervheim
Willis Foreman, chairman of
the Board of Trustees, said he is
hopeful that the CQUege and
P eters can 'meet soon to come to
a final agreement that would
solve at least the tenure question for Peters. Shervheim said
that ~Y s uch meeting would
most likely take place in late
February.
Preliminary budget information_provid~ to t6 'Opinion'
shows thatno~oney has been
allocated for Pete~' Jaculty"
position for the 1984-85 school
year.

School may get new 'New' Bookstore

I'f;

By Rebecca H. Hamblin
The William Mitchell
.Bookstore, popularly known as
~ "new' bookstore, is wellkn9wn to any student who has
survived his or her first
semester of school. The
bookstore is a -privately run, forprofit liusmess. .
The bookstore i.s owned by
Jim Reuter and John Hughes,
who have had the contract
tights for the §tore for the past
ten.y~ar.s. oth~ than the insertion of in indemnification clause,
the contract has remained unchanged over those years, according to Assistant~
James :arooks. Brooks has
des:i~ a sample contract to
serve as the basis for a new
agreement, to replace the present contract when it ends on
July 31, 1984.
According to Brooks, the. present contract is "very, very
thin" in the protection it.provides the school. His sample
contract is based on studyingother bookstores.' contracts and
is about 20 times as long.as the
present contract. Brooks said
that the new contract will provide, in very specific terms, that
the vendor will operate a "fair,
equitable, high quality
bookstore.''
Many students: said they f~l
that the present bookstore
operation is.not very reliable.
Complain.t s about matters such
as inmlequate book supply and
excessive pr ices are-freqµently
beara at the beginning of thea
semester. When asked to res,
pond to these complaints, coowner Hughs -said he " has 11ever
ba d a complaint from the sch@T
or from the students" a bou t the.
operation of the tx)okstore.
Hughes blam!IB inadequate
supply on three problems
beyond his control: 1> teaehers
failing to turn their 6ook lis ts in
on time · 2) out-'Qf~tock publications; and 3) failure to keep the
bookstore updated on changes in
class registration and class
cancellations.
Similarly, the on-site manager
of the bookstore, Cindy LaramyEvans, said that with more
cooperation· from the school, the
.bookstore cQnld " run much better." She suggests that any time
registration figures for a class
increase by more than 10 percent, the sehool should notify
her. Alternatively, if a teacher
lets more students into a class
than originally indicated, that
teacher should notify the
bookstore immediately.
Laramy-Evans also agreed
with Hughes that another major
problem is teachers who are late
in submitting their book lists.
She said she asks all teachers
for-their lists at least one month
before classes start. However
she estimates that only about '30
percent of the faculty returned
their lists within 2 weeks.
Larl:lmy-Evans cannot order
witliout the teacher's authoriza-

tion, even if the same teacher
has used the same book for 15 _

years.

Laramy-Evans' saiq tha1 "If a
teacher is lazy and uncoopei;ative,J tend no!; to go out
of my way to .help .him or lier.''
The losers .in this tug-of~war
between-some teacheis and the
bookstore are the students,
Laramy-Evans said.
"The bookstore, faculty. and
administration all play a ~ t in the quality and efficiency o.f tbe
bookstore. Toni Gladbaclr-, Coordinaror or,,RegistJ:ation ~d
"Recoros, said tha l she give; the
bookstore an estimate of enrollment .figures before ~IBtration,
followed by post-reg:i,st;ration ·
figures of class sire. .Gladback
says she bies 1-o notify the
bobkstore. when class size mcreases signilican ly or a class
is cancelled, but, in. the busy
first weeks of a new semester,
she said that such notification
"doesn't always happen."
Another concern of many students are the prices at ne.w
bookstore. Questioned about how
book prices are set, co-owner
Hughes s{ii.a that ~ system
ceuldn't be. simpler be charges_
the manufacturer's suggested
retail price, which, for l exfbooks, is usually a 22-23 percent
mark-up over his cost to the
pafilisher_'Ilbe ~ n t contract
s~i.fies that the oookstore may
not charge mare than the
manufaeturar's .suggested retail
price: ·
The contract also states that
8.5 "Qercent of the Gost of. goods
s_old goes to th~ s ~oof as ient.
Hughes said -that items on which
he makes no profit, such as
stolen merchandise, "not an insubstantial problem · -at ~
bookstore, are figured into cost
of goods s.cold. He said be would
like to see the new contract take
that problem int-o cons-ideration.
(Theschool b.a:s historleally used
the money it r eceives from the
.bookstore for scholars}up
funds.)
A quick cb~k with.Delany
Stillson, an employee oI the
Hamline:University Law School
Bookstore, revealed that
Hamline also charges the
manufacturer's suggested retail
price for books. However the
Um.ver&ity of Minnesota Law
School Bookstore, w.hich run.
by stw:l.en.ts on a non-profit
~ is. cha.I:ge§.. on the average ,
$LOO to $2.00 under retail w;ice
for its l:>ooks, according to Ann
Seba, co-manage.r of the
bookstore. For example, Con--..
stitutional Law by Guntbe!'.:
which retails for m .oo, s~ at
the U for $26.35. Furthermore,
Seba say;s that the bookstore
usually ~ a surplµs of $9,000 to
$10,000 which.is turned over to
the I.aw student Council w.hich
' disburses the money to the
various law school student
organizations. and activities. The
U t:looksfi?re -pay& no rent to the
school and is open only ~.hours

is

\

a week, while the Mitchell
bookstore paid about $18,000 to
the school fast year and is open
32'.5 hours ~ week.
Many students are als~ ~
pPY with. the priees chargea for
X~oXM matetials. ic.cording to
Laramy-.ENans, the l>®kst;ore is
charged by the school for the
materials, and the bookstore
simply racks on its usual 20--zs
percent mark-up. She agr-ees

Evans mentioned providing a
book-binding machine (for loose
materials), photo-processing,
aJ}dgreeting card sales as possible ai:~ of. ~ i o n .
The bookstore somewhat surprisingly is one of the five

largest law bookstores in the nation, both in terms of volume
and variety of books carried.
Brooks· said the school is trying
to ensure that the quality of the
bookstore is as high, and prices
as low, as possible.

that prices for Xerox~
materials do not always seem

proportionate to toe number of
pages, but the books.tore can only charge based ~ then: eosts.
The pi:_esent oookstore. contract wille~ireonJu.ly 31st.
Dean.Brook$ w:ill..soon oe sending "request for proposal' letters to at l~t seven parties,
both individuals-and bookstQres, ·
who have indicated they would
like to bid for the contract. The
b"idd~ will provide information
on their plans for the. bookstore,
.rent they-would pay to the
school, hours of opera ·Qn, etc. A
bookstore committee which. is
being formed will then review
all tne bid docnments-. Each bidder will probably be given an ·
opportunity to gi~ an oral
presentation to the committee.
The committee will then .sub.m1t
their recommendation to the
Board of Trustees and Dean for
.approval. Brooks said fie is
·
hopeful that by May 1, a bid will
have been-selected ana an offer
made by the school €onh'.ac.t
negotiations to nail down the
details would then follow.
Both Hughes ·ana LaiamyEvans have indicat.ed the..y will
be submitting proposals,
although Hughes. ai@s lliat he
will do so only ii he .is. assured
by the school tha:t his appli_c atfon will be considered on its
merits and not summarily
dismissed. Asked what the
school will have to do to so
assure him, Hughes said, "They
just have to tell me so."
Whoever is awartled the
bookstore contract will probably
have more.floor spa-re than has
the present oper ation. Broolts p r ~ that the bookstore
move toLEC ~ -whieb is.next
door to present location. LEC 1
has about twice the floor space
of the present cramped conditions of the store, Brooks said
the move would-benefit the store
and student.
Many of the ])e(lple .interviewed for this article agreed that
the store should expand its services. Brooks mentioned the
l)()Slill>ility of broadening the
base o[ bookstore customers, by
advertising to the metropolitan
lepi community. He pointed out
that some.cities, like
Washington, D.C. have private
lega-1. booksto.res to serve the
legal co~ty. while in th~
Twin Cities have-onlv tbe 3 law
school bookstores. ~
Hughes said heislnterested in
providing word processing services. to stu~ . .Laramy-

Photo by Joanne Schuler

A Mitchell student makes a _purchase at the new bookstore
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International Moot Court

Mitchell students take part in mulit-school competition
By Rodney Otterness

William Mitchell eonege of
Law was r~gional host of the1984 Philip C. J~up- .International Law Moot Court Competition on February 17 and 18. The
competition pitted teams from
ten midwestern law schools
against each other to determine
which team would represent this
region in a national competition.
The winner of the national competition competes with teams
from 25 other countries to decide
the overall champion.
This was the second year
William Mitchell students parlicil>ated in the annnal event.
This year's team finished eighth
in the field of ten teams.
The competition this year involved a dispute between a
lhird.:v.•odd country and an iniiustrialiize4 supei;power. The
.thitd-world c.6.un.try nationalized
its mining industry and the industrialized nation brought suit
before the International Court of
Justice in the Hague.
Professor Willem VanVliet,
faculty acwisor of the William
Mitchell team said of this year's
problem, "It r~ed important
issues in a simple set of facts. It
gave students a chance to examine, formulate, and balance
the policy demancls presented by
whl!-l may well oe the greatest
challenge to the fntu:r-e of world
public order.
"That challenge is even
greater than the ideological differences between the superpowers," said Vanvliet. "It lies

in the vast differences in
economic, political and social
devel9pment of tfie nationparticipants in the world community. Unless as lawyers we
understand these issues, we will
not be able to adequately assist
and counsel private participants
in world trade."
The competitors were judged
both on written memoranda and
on oral arguments. Teams
prepared and argued both sides
of the dispute. Four prelimii;iary
rounds were held and the teams
scored. The teams from John
Marshall and Northwestern
were judged highest after the
preliminary ro.ands. A fifth
roiiod was held a11d the team
from Northwestern was determined the winner making it
eligible to compete for hle national championship on April
9-ll in Washington, I).C.
The ten schools from which
teams competed this year are:
Chicago-Kent, DePaul, Hamline,
John Marshall, Loyola, Marquette, Northwestern, University of Minnesota, University of
Wisconsin, and William
Mitchell.
The William Mitchell Student
International Law Society
organized Uris year's competition. Tbe.-Society will provide informatioo to students interested
10 particiW3,ting in next year's
c-0m.petilion. William Mitchell
students may receive-credit
-towards graduation for
participation.

The 1984 lnternat_ional Moot Court squad

Brian & Chris Bangs
"'The ).Jill Brothers··

®D\0§11" If~ T0t1E
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Student experiences
Israeli court system
By Judy Schermer

No ~ . no court reporters
and no microphones are some of
the noticeable differences between a trial in the United States
and in Israel. I had the opportunity to attend a trial in Tel
Aviv while traveling in Israel
over the semester bDeak.
I needed constant translation,
my Hebrew being limited to
"hello," "see you later" and
"thank you." However, the one
word that kept jgmpiilg out at
me that didn't need any translation was "Minnesota."
The case I watched was a
breach of contract action involving a Minnesota company that
supplies photographic processing equipment.

The voices of the three
lawyers and judge, all attired in
black robes, reverberated
throughout the small court
room, arguing about motions to
dismiss, improper parties,
assigned contract liability, and
damages suffered. The court
room, one of many in the
modern high-rise building, had a
green cement floor, plain pale
blue walls, with light provided
by a skylight from behind the
bench. The witness stood in the
box as attorney and judge questioned him. At times, everyone
w~s yelling at once.

!tis ~ to the judge or the
staj, a legal a:pprenti~ to take
n9tes of what is transpiring in
court. Voices were raised much
more often than in an American
court and the ~oco:m~ying
pointing and gesturing aaded to
the drama. fit fact, voices raised

in arguments from ai':ljoinmg
court rooms could a]so be heard.
The staj would o~mterrupt to
ask the parties to :w-eJJ a name
or clarify a PQint, but 1
wondered how she could get
everything down.

According to our host, one of
the attorneys in the case, Irsaeli
law students must all do
military service first, and then
spend four years studying law at
the university. Some students
spend an additional year studying liberal arts. At the end of
their studies, they serve a twoyear apprenticeship called
"staj.'-' One year is often spent·
clerking in the courts, while the
second year is spent in a private
firm. Then, it's time to take the
bar exam.
·
Israeli law students do not
have to struggle with whether
an action should be brought in
state court or federal court
because there is only one court
that serves the entire country.
District courts are located in
several large cities including Tel
Aviv, Jerusalem, Beersheba,
and Haifa. Israel has long had a
merit selection process of
judges. The judges are picked
by the Minister of Justice and
members of the bar.
There are no jury trials but a
three judge panel hears felony
cases. Appeals from the district
courts are brought to the
Supreme Court, which has two
branches. One branch is exclusively for review, and the second branch has the power to
hear and take additional
evidence before making a
decision.

When the allotted time was
over, our trial ended for the day
and our friend invited us back to
his office. After we entered the
book-lined office our host handed me his 1962 contracts case
book from Israeli law school. To
my amazem~nt, the first case I
opened to was an American
case, Kirksey v. Kirksey. We ,
had just studied the case in our
contracts class several weeks
earlier. It made me realize, that
despite the differences, much
was the same.

· our all-new Sunday
Brunch this week, and our
chef will introduce you to
the red baron!'
If you prefer your baron of beef "medium," though, our ehef
will carve you some of that. Unless, of course, he's ~ i i a
turkey or ham ...
That's the glory of our all-new Sunday Brunch. It changes
every week, because we leave the menu up to the whims of our
chef and the phases of the moon.
But some things never change. Our fruits and veggies are
naturally fresh, not sprayed with preservatives to look that way.
Our meats and cheeses come fl'Om small, family-owned
processors in Wisconsin (they aren't shot full of preservatives
either). There's lots of variety. And you can tell that our chef
likes his job.
Our Sunday Brunches run from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Join us this
week and enjoy complimentary champagne or
fresh-squeezed O..J. as you survey the spread.
You won't helieve you can eat the whole
thin_g for just $7.95!
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New school loan plan: borrow now,
pay ~now
By Brad €olbert
One of ~ few pleasures of
borrowing money is the larger
than normal bank account one
has when the loan is first
deposited. Starting in the fall of
1984, students at William Mitchell who borrow money through
the college will 110 longer have.
that pleasure.
William Mitchell will no
longer allow students who
receive loans through the college to pay by the installment
method. (This includes any
loans from the state or a bank
that the school must process, including the Guaranteed Student
Loan. It does not inciude loans
which are obtained without any
assistance from the college. ) Instead, a student who receives a
loan will be required to pay a
full semester's tuition at the
beginning of the semester.
As Mike Carlson, the school 's
comptroller said, " What we are
going to do is· hand the check to
you, then you will write us a
check for the entire semester."
According to Acting Dean
Melvin Goldberg, the idea for
the change came out of discus-

sions with the senior administrative group and with the
Board of Trustees.
"The policy-was d~ ided on a
year ago, but oecause rriany
students planned their buoget on
the Qld systein. we thogg_ht it
would be unt.iiJ:,to im¢.ement
the plan on short notice,"
Goldberg said.
The ra tionale behind the plan
has a financial basis. The school
incurs costs when it _processes a
loan and when it administers the
installment payment mefhod. By
n.ot allowing-a s tudent who
receives a loan. through the
·school lo pay by installment,
William Mitcticll will save tire
costs oI administering the in:stallment plan for those
students, (Approximately 70 percent of the Mitchell students
receive loans.)
Goldberg said, "Whal we're
doing is , we' re asking people to
a bsorb the administrative costs
in some fashion." The college
will no longer absorb the double
eos~ of precessing loans and of
administering the installment
method, Goldberg said. Bui the
$chow will continue to absorb

the costs involved in processing
loans.
Financially the college stands
to benefit in two ways . First, the
school will save the administrative costs that were involved in the payment plan for
the students who receive loans.
Secondly, because the college
will receive more money up
fronl, there will ~ more to invest for a longer period of time.
The amount of money that the
College will save and earn has
not been determined.
Goldberg said he believes that
whatever the saving, it will help.
" Frankly, if-we can effectuate
that saving, it allows us to
reduce the tuition increase,"
Goldberg said.
Sounds ~ - except to the
student who no longer has that
good feeling in his or her bank
account, or i:nore tangibly , the
money to invest. The extra
money that the college has to invest means tha t lhe s tudents
don't have that money to invest.
The student is , however, responsible for paying baclf the money
Dean of Students James
Brooks said that although the

money is the student's, it is not
necessarily her's to invest.
"The state and the federal
government have said over and
over again, these loans are not
to be invested, these loans are
for the purpose of paying tuition," Brooks said. " It is to be
given to the student at a low interest for the purpose of financing an education."
The idea of collecting a full
semester's tuition from those
receiving loans is unique among
area law schools. Both Hamline
and the University charge their
students who pay by the installment method, but neither treat a
loan receiving student differently than a non-loan receiving
student.
At Hamline, a student may
either pay a full semester's tuition on the first day of class or
pay by the installment method.
The firs t ·installment payment is
due on June 1st, although
classes don't begin until August.
By having to pay their first two
payments ea_rly, students are
"charged" for paying by
installment.
The University of Minnesota

also allow a student to pay by a
full semester's tuition up front
or to pay by the installment
method. For the privilege of .
paying by the installment
method, the University charges
10 dollars.
Iil comparison, Mitchell does
not charge far the use of the 'in-:
stallm.ent method, as both
Hamline and the University do.
-However., starting in the fall of
1984, Mitchell will no longer
allow those students who receive
loans to pay tiy the insfa~ent
method. Neither HamJine nor
the University differentiates between students who receive loans
and those who don't.
All three schools incur costs in
processing loans and in administering_ payments by the installment .methods. Hamline and
the University clroose to charge
those who pay by the installment method, but not to charge
those who receive loans . William
Mitchell chooses not to charge
those who pay by the installment method, but instead
cliarges those who receive loans
by not all9wing them to pay by_·
the installment method.

News and notes from the SBA president
main, not the SBA's .
The next similarity is in the
SBA President
-way the -representatives ar.e
Like Hamlet, Shakespeare's
~ected: by secret ballot.
_melancoly Dane, the Student
Bar Association (or acronyming-. However, unlike the offices..Qeld
by your Congressional
known as the SBA) is
Representatives and Senators
sometimes misunderstood. As a
there.is no gt¥irant-ee eaeh SBA
result, the SBA is at times the
representatives and Senators
brunt of misdirected criticism,
there is n o guara ntee eacn SBA
and more rarely, the beneficiary
represenatives and Seoatoxs
of undeserved recognition. Thus,
there is no guara ntee each SBA
in order to uncloud the
r epresentafive will be elected by
misconceptions about the S~A, I
an equally :propprlional number
would like to devote -this column
ofWMCL s tudents. For examto explain the similarities and
ple-, first -and second year
dissimilarities between the
r.-epresentatives are elected from
-wMCL student government and
within each respective s~tion.
other more traditional governWhereas, third and fourth year
mental bodies.
representatives are elected on
Fundamentally the SBA has a
at-large" basis from alI
Constitution much the same as
third and fonrth year :studeQts.
the State of Minnesota and the
T.his may lead to disproportional
United States. Unfortunately, we
rep~tion.
have no Supreme Court which is
The. SBA representatives difthe final authority of the rules
fer from most other elected
we all play by; in tbese hallowed halls the Dean is the inr ept:esentatives sjnce the SBA
repr esentatives s~rve without
termediate Court of Appeals and
pay (except for the Executiv e
the Board of Trustees is the
Officers) .
Supreme Court. As a result,
Another dissimilarity with
most meaningful policies and
traditional governments is the
proceedures are within their doBy Kevin Shea

an'

absence of popular elections for
P resident and Viee President .
These two SBA offices, along
with the Secretary and
Treasurer, are filled by a pluarity within the SBA, which is not
dissimilar from parlimentary
governments like Great Britain
and Canada. Likewise even
though the SBA does its work by
the committee system there is no
cabinet or formal infrastructure
to our Board.
The most important similarity
between the student government
and other political bodies is that
it is rarely a " sell-starter." That
is, we respond to those who get
involved and know the system.
In a recent survey conducted
by the SBA of WMCL students,
the SBA was criticized a ·n umber
of times for not doing anything
or taking one particular position
on certain issues'. All the SBA
Board members try to govern
with a conscience and compassion, yet the reality of a!}y·
governmental entity is that the
persons who participate, who
lobby for their cause, and who
round-up eo:alitions of political

strength are usually the same ·

_persons who shape that entities

p1atfonn. r-t is unfortunate that
.the lion's share of WMCL
students are. too busy or
apathetic, or both, ~ make_their
wishes known to the SBA.
The way yoa can voice -your
concern is easy, find QUt who
your SBA representative is . then
talk to your representativ.e or
write or call him/her. You
would be amazed how much we
would listen to you if you would
solicit the SBA. This is not to
say we guarantee yo_ur proposal
will be adopted unconditionally
however the SBA will certai:Iily
give any legitimate proposal a
judicious review.
SBA NOTES (m y answer to
Sid Hartman's "Jottings") :
Nancy Wiltgen Reibert and Al
Senstad were r.ecently appointed
to the Dean's Search Committee. I would like to thank
everyone who ijpplied, the
choice was not -easy ... Dean
Brooks is chairing a committee
which will review the New
Bookstore's contract, policies,
etc. If any student is interested

11lease contact either myself or
Dean Brooks soon..: in an effort
to involv.e WMCL women in intramural sports, beginning Sunday, F-ebruary 12, from Ii p..m. to
18 p.m. at the St. Paul Seminary
gymnasiwn the SBA is sponsor.ing a mix~ voll~yball and racque.t.Qall leagues. Anyone in~
ter-estecl. please contact Ann
H.~g for volleyball and Tim
Hardy for racquetball.in the
SBABookstore... In addition,
during the above times. the SBA
has made avaiJable the use of
the beautiful St. Paul Seminary
athletic facili ty. Swimming
basketball, weight lifting are all
available. So bring your Jane
Fondas and Richard Simmons
exercises and get physical... The
SBA announce its Child Care
extravaganza-fund raiser. The
fund-raiser is scheduled for
Saturday, Aprj] 28, 1984. Mare
details as they occur ... Finally I
would like to thank the "Opinion" for allowing me to practice my Hunter S. Thompson
Gonzo journalism in llieir fine
publication. Hopefully they will
invite m e back for an encore.

Pagell
Deregulation from page 7

LCL, from page 3

holding companies," according
County Bar Association. LCL
to Dr. Rhoades. ''Recent studies
solicits charitable contributions
have shown that ilew indepenfrom attorneys throughout the·
state through the Bar associadent unit banks gained market
share faster and were more protion direc_tory, with permission
fitable than new bank holding
from the Minnesota Supreme
company banks.
Court.
"Studies over the past twenty
Membership information is
st,riclty confidential. A
years have indicated that small
member's permission is asked
banks, on average, are more
profitable than large banks, and
~ore their name is giv~ out.
Oecasionally a member will
have a greater capital to asset
speak in.an ethics class at one of
ratio, said Dr. Rhoades. The
the law schools. VanVolkepberg
latest survey, taken in mid-1983
said that their public relations
showed that small banks were
policy is attraction rather than
significantly more profitable
promofio.n.
than large banks."
" We!re there for people re~
Although many have argued
questing help," he said. LCL
·that banks must offer many new
does limited advertisement
services to survive, Dr. Rh~ades
"just to get it known that they
said that "There is some basis
are there, then we can be
for being skeptical of the future
reactive."
of the 'financial supermarket'.
Occassionally an individual
He compared the 'financial
member will serve as supervisor
supermarket' argument to the
for an attorney requiring super'synergy' hype that accomvision. by the Board of Prof~panied the business conglomerasional Responsibility. But LCL
tion blitz of the 1960s.
members serving as supervisors
" Specialization can be a very •
do so in their capacity as inuseful strategy for a small
dividuals and not as members of
bank," said Dr. Rhoades. "The
LCL.
_
small bank that specializes can
"Before supervision it was
excel."
often disbarment," VanIn the second portion of Dr.
Volkenberg said. "It can be
Rhoades' presentation, he
tough in individual~- How
discussed selected aspects of
do you judge a person~
deregulation and competition in
sobriety?"
banking.
In the area of deregulation, he
discussed, price, geographic and
service deregulation. Price or
sions will be make by a few big
Porn, from page 1
interest rate deregulation, he
firms instead of the market.
said, "is well underway and the
However, he pointed out that
evidence indicates that it has
vigorous enforcement of the 1982 trafficking goes, you don't have
been good for savers, good for
merger guidelines of the Depart- to prove you were harmed, the
resource allocation, and good for
ment of Justice would adequate- fact that pornography exists
the efficiency of the banking
ly protect against concentration. proves the harm. In every other
industry." ·
legal situation, you have to proIn addition, he pointed out that
Dr. Rhoades said that
the possibility of failure may no
ve some sort of harm."
geographic deregulation by way
longer be a disciplining device,
of interstate banking is probably
since our government does not
Professor Kirwin thought that
a few years away. However, he
.allow large firms to fail. Final- ·
a civil remedy, at least as it
noted that many states are
ly, he theorized that an increasconcerned individual harm had
establishing reciprocal ared concentration of banks may
some merit.
rangements with other states
result in a public outcry for
whereby banks in one state can
government regulation.
expand into the other state by
While Professor Hamilton's
acquiring an existing bank.
seminar did not resolve the
"In a sense, it has a particular
The last portion of Dr.
issue of bank deregulation in
justification to give a remedy to
Rhoades' presentation covered
Minnesota, it did provide
victims who have been harmthe problems of decreased comlegislators with authoritative
ed," Kirwin said. "It's very
petition resulting from deregulaopinions and factual data on
analogous to defamation where
tion on both the local market
which to continue their inthat has been the law's ap, and the national level.
vestigation. For this reason, the
proach. It's unusual to have
He said that if deregulation
seminar was a success for Procriminal defamation. It's more
results in signifieantly fewer
fessor Hamilton, his distinguish- common to have a civil remedy
banks serving the same local or
ed guest speakers, and the
and compensate the victim for
national market, there will be a
members of the legislature who
the harm.
less efficient allocation of credit
attended the seminar.
funds because allocation deci-

"There would be severe
causation problems. A higher
standard of proof might also .be
required. In defamation one has
to prove causation by clear and
convincing evidence, rather than
just a preponderence of the
evidence, at least for public officials and figures."
The ordinance now is in
legislative limbo. A task force
has been appointed to consider

the question of controlling pornography in the city with both
sides anxiously awaiting the
outcome.
(The Women's Law Caucus at
William Mitchell is sponsoring a
panel discussion on the pornography ordinanc;e. The panel
will be held on February 22,
1984, at 7:30 p.m. inLEC 107. A
copy of the ordinanee ca.n be
pickt?il up from the Women's
Law Caucus bulletin board in
the lounge.)
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And for good reasons . ..

regular summer course begins in the
College of St. Thomas Leaming Center.

1. Outstanding Lecturers - Our
faculty is made up of bar review

9. Tuition Freeze - A $50.00 course
deposit freezes your tuition at the
current level, regardless of when you
plan on taking the MBR/ BRI course.
The deposit also entitles you to the use
of a set-of MBR/BRI outlines, which can
then be traded in on the most current
set when you take the review course.

experts and includes some of the top
law professors in the country, such as
John Moye, David Epstein, and
John Nowak.
2. Comprehensive Outlines - Every
area tested on the bar exam is covered
completely, in a concise and
understandable format .

10. Selected law lectures Throughout the year, MBR/ BRI offers
videotaped presentations to help you
prepare for final exams. Admission is
free to all MBR/BRI students.

3. Directed Testing Program - Our
multistate and essay testing program
includes weekly practice sessions and
simulated multistate and essay .
examinations. The essay exams will be
critiqued by former Minnesota Bar
Exam graders.

11. $25.00 Discount on the
Professional Responsibility Revie~
Course - All MBR/BRI students
receive a $25.00 discount when signing

up fur our Professional Responsibility
Review Course.

4. Mini-Review Program - The two
day Mini-Review.program is held at.
the end of the regular course. It
includes capsulized multistate outlines
and additional lectures on each
multistate subject for last minute
reinforcement.

5. Writing Seminars - Our Writing
Program, run by former Minnesota
Bar Exam graders, focuses on issue
spotting and exam taking techniques
and includes the opportunity for
personal interviews with the graders.
6. Day or Evening Classes - During
our summer course you have the
option of attending live evening or
videotaped morning loctures,

whichever you find most convenient.
7. Excellent Facilities and Convenient
location - The 1984 MBR/BRI
course will again be held at the
College of St. Thomas, O 'Sh aughnes.5y
Educational Center, the same location
we have had for the past nine years.

8. Early Bird Program - Audiotape
lectures on all areas tested on the bar
exam wilt be available before the

12. Early Registration Discount Discounts are available for both winter
and summer 1984 courses. Sign up
now and save $50.00 off-the regular
course tuition!

13. Minneapolis Based Office - Our
Minneapolis headquarters is open every
business day to serve you. With MBR/BRI,
you will get answers, not recordings.

Now you know why, year after
year, Minnesota Bar Review /BRI,
Inc. is the number one choice for
bar exam preparation. ·

For more information, contact the foll<;>wing
campus representatives or call our office at 33S-:1977.
WILLIAM MITCHELL
Peter Dahlen (room 208)
Terrance Costello
Sherri Enzler
fane]o?~h
Lee Leighton
Sue Smoley
Diane Starbird

.

Minnesota
Bar R·e view/BRI, Inc.

l\1BR/BR1 ... the leader in bar review.
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